All in Order

At the top of each page in your dictionary, there are guide words like this:

**chimney to chomp**

The first word *chimney* is the *first* word on that page, and the second word *chomp* is the *last* word on the page. All the words on the page fall between these two words. Guide words are a quick way to work out if the word you want is on that page.

1. Match the words in the bubbles with the guide words below. The first example is done for you. Check in your dictionary when you've finished to see if you were right.

   - **pin** to **pirate**  → **ping-pong**
   - **ponderous** to **porch**  →
   - **palate** to **panorama**
   - **peanut** to **peg**
   - **plasma** to **play**
   - **philosophy** to **pick**

2. Find the odd one out. Circle the word which does not appear on the page with these guide words.

   Example:

   **chimney** to **chomp**  → **chimpanzee** **chilly** **china** **chocolate**

   a. **gerbil** to **gills**  → **giddy** **ghost** **gigantic** **geranium**
   b. **quarter** to **quiche**  → **quarrelsome** **queasy** **questionnaire** **quartz**
   c. **itch** to **jacknife**  → **jackdaw** **jackpot** **ivory** **itchy**
   d. **lynch** to **magnet**  → **maggot** **magician** **luxury** **lyre**
   e. **typist** to **unborn**  → **tyre** **typewriter** **ultimate** **umbrella**
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